by J. Tracey [14] of the exact satisfaction of encoding dichotomies to a unate covering problem. This approach was made more efficient in [11] , by improving the step of generating maximal compatibles of encoding diciiotomics. Recently the problem of satisfaction of encoding dichotomies has been revisited in 13], adapting techniques to find primes and solving unate covering with binary decision diagrams that have been so successful in two level logic minimization [2] . From the experimental point-of-view none of the previous algorithms hasperformed up to expectations, being unable to solveexactly various instances of moderatesize and practicalinterest. Moreover, algorithms reducing encodingdichotomiesto unate covering have a dismal behavior when the problem instance consists mostly of uniqueness encoding dichotomies (i.e., encoding dichotomies with only one statein eachblock), because they generate most of the encoding columns, which are 2k for k = | S |.
Heuristic solutionsto the face embedding problem have been reported in many papers [10, 4, 12, 5, 17, 131 . A heuristic solution satisfies all face constraints, but does not guarantee that the code-length is minimum. A related problem, that is not of interest in this paper, is the one of fixing the code-length and maximizing a gain functionof the constraintsthat can be satisfied in the given code-length. We refer to [15] lor background material on satisfaction of encodingconstraintsand their sources in logic synthesis.
In this paper we present a new matrix formulation of the face hypercube embedding problem that inspires the design of an efficient exact search strategy. This algorithm satisfies the constraints one by one by assigning to them intersecting cubes in the encoding Boolean space. The problem of finding a set of cubes with a minimum number of coordinates satisfying a given intersection matrix was first formulated in [18] without any relation to encoding problems. No algorithm to solve the problem was described. The relation between the face embedding problem and the construction of intersecting cubes was employed in an heuristic algorithm described in [12, 5] . The first formulation of a simple criterion of when a set of cubes satisfies a set of constraints was given in [6] . We use some theoretical notions, e.g., basic and prime sections, introduced first in [7, 8] . The following features speed up the search of our algorithm: candidate cubes instead than candidate codes are generated, symmetric cubes are not generated, a smaller sufficient set of solutions (producing basic sections) is explored, necessary conditions help discard unsuitable candidate cubes, early detection that a partial solution cannot be extended to be a global solution prunes infeasible portions of the search tree. The experiments with a protype implementationin a package called Minsk show that our algorithm is faster, solves more problems than any available alternative and is robust. All problems of the MCNC benchmark suite were solved successfully, except four of them unsolved or untried by any other tool. Other collections of examples were solved or reported for the first time, including an important set of decoder PLAs coming from the design of microprocessor instruction sets.
In Section 2 we present a theoretical formulation based on matrix notation. The generation of basic sections is discussed in Section 3. How to avoid the generation of symmetrical solutions is explained in Section 4. In Section 5 we describe a new algorithm to satisfy face constraints and we show a complete ' An encoding dichotomy on S is a bipartition (S\, Si) such that S\ US2 C 5.
example of search in Section 6. Experimental results are provided in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper with remarks on what has been achieved and future work.
Matrix Formulation of the Face Embedding Problem
Given a matrix M, denote by Row(M) its rows and Col(M) its columns. Mi. denotes the i-th row of M and M.j denotes the j-th column of M. The multiplicity of a column C.j of M, mult(j) is the number of times that C.j occurs in M. We use the term vector to indicate a one dimensional matrix, when there is no need to specify whether it is regarded as a row or a column. Vectors are called binary or two-valued if their entries are 0 or 1 and 3-valued if their entries are 0 or 1 or -. A singleton vector has a unique 1. Given two 2-valued vectors v\ and i>2 of the same length, their disjunction vi U vz is the vector v whose i-th entry is the disjunction of the i-th entries of t»j and t>2. Similardefinition holds for the conjunction of i'i and i'2. A vector v\ covers a vector V2 if, whenever the i-th entry of V2 is 1, the /-in entry of t'i is 1. A vector v\ intersects a vector V2 if for at least an index i, the i-th entry of v\ and vi is 1.
Constraint and Solution Matrices
Given a set of symbols 5' and a set of face constraints Cj on 5, the constraint matrix is a matrix with as many rows asconstraints and columns as symbols. Entry (i, j) is 1iffthe i-thconstraint contains symbol j, otherwise it is 0. For don't care face constraints, the don't care states have a -in the corresponding position of the constraint matrix.
Consider the set ofconstraints Cj = {(S3S4S6S9), [sis5), (S1S457), (S2S3S6), (s7«8), (sn«i2)}-Then the In the sequel we will refer usually to a setof face constraints Cj byitsencoding matrix C and wewill not distinguish the two. Notice that there is no need to add singleton constraints, because we guarantee that different codes are assigned to different states, including the states whose columns in Cf areequal.
Given an encoding c that satisfies a constraint matrix C\ e defines a face for each constraint of C, i.e., the minimum subcube that contains the codes of the states in the constraint.
For a given constraint matrix C and integer n, consider a face matrix S with Row{C) rows (faces or cubes) and n columns (sections), whose entries may be0 or 1or -. Each row may beregarded asa subcube in the n-dimensional Boolean space. If there exists an encoding e such that, for each i € Row(S), the i-th row of S is the facethat e defines for the /-constraint of C, then we say that 5 is a solution face matrix of C or that S satisfies C and that the i-th row of S is a solution cube of the i-th constraint.
One verifies that S is a solutionface matrixof C, by constructing anothermatrix Ts whose rows are the cubes of S and whose columns are the minterms of J5n, where entry (i, j) is 1 iff mintermj is in cube i.
Then S satisfies C if for any column C.j, the matrix Ts contains no less than mult (C.j) columns equal to C.j. In other words, we require that each minterm (code ofastate) belongs only to those faces towhich itis restricted bytheconstraints; moreover, if there areequal columns in theconstraint matrix, foreach of them there must be a different minterm. In this way, there is atleast oneinjective function fc->Ts matassociates to each column of C one column of Ts.
Given a matrix S satisfying C, anencoding es that satisfies C canbe extracted with thefollowing rule:
select an injective function fc->Ts> whose existence isguaranteed because S satisfies C,then encode state i (i.e., column i ofC)with the minterm ofthe column fC->Ts(i)in Ts-Such an encoding satisfies Cbecause each code lies only in the faces corresponding to the constraints to whichthe statebelongs. An encoding a.s ikuisatisfies C can be extracted from S, with thefollowing injection from columns ofC to columns of Ts: <?(*i) = 1001, e(*2) •= 0110, e(.s3) = 1010, e(s4) = 1011, e(.s5)^1000, e{s6) = 0010, t(6-7)= 1101, e(*8) = 0101, e(.?c>) -=0011,e(s,o) = 0100, e{su) = 0000, e[sl2) = 0111. Notice that any permutation of thefollowing subsetsofcodes yields anotherencoding es thatsatisfies C: {0100,0000}, {0111,0001.1100}, {1001,1111} and {0110,1110}, as indicated by the existence of more than one column ofTs that is equal to a certain column ofC.
Basic Sections
Given a constraint matrix C and an encoding e, the set of the minimal cubes such that each ofthem contains the codes of the symbols in a corresponding constraint of C defines the rows of a face matrix 5. If e satisfies C then 5 is a solution face matrix of C.
Example 23 Consider The encoding e(si) = 000, e(s2) = 100, e(s3) = 110, e(s4) = 111, e(s5) = 010 does not satisfy C. The minimalcubes containing the codes assigned by e to the symbols in each constraint ofC are:
Tl\e encoding e(s{) = 000, e(s2) = 100, e(s3) = 110, e(s4) = 111, e{s5) = 101 satisfies C. The The operation of a finding the minimal cube that contains the codes of the states that appear in a given constraint is captured exactly by the notion of basic section that we are going to define next. Informally, given a constraint matrix C, the columns of a face matrix 5 such that there is an encoding e (that may or may not satisfy C) for which the rows of S are the minimalcubes containing the codes of the constraints of same operation for the other columns d ofthe encoding ofExample 2.2, the matrix whose columns are the vectors bs{d) (in 3-valued notation) is exactly the matrix S ofExample 2.2, i.e., the matrix whose rows are thefaces spanned by the codesofthe given encoding.
Sufficiency of Basic Sections
Basic sections are candidate columns to construct 5 matrices that are solutions of a given C. They are an appealing notion because aset ofbasic sections may represent "implicitly" more than one encoding. , showing that different encoding columns may map into the same basic section.
0
Itis worthwhile to clarify thata matrix 5 thatsatisfies a constraint matrix C does notconsist necessarily (only) ofbasic sections. Atrivial case comes from "redundant" solutions, obtained by adding to a solution matrix 5 an arbitrary column (so not necessarily a basic section). A more interesting case comes from a solution matrix S whose faces are not minimal subcubesyieldedby a corresponding encoding e. This latter case arises when a face matrix S satisfies C and thereis an encoding e extracted from S such that the face matrix S' specified by bs(e\),.... b{ek) is not equal to 5 (more precisely, some cubes of S contain the corresponding cubes of ,5"). We will argue that we can avoid the consideration of5 and still guarantee that for any encoding e satisfying C there isa face matrix 5", from which e can be extracted, that satisfies C. 
Notice that thefirst section ofS' S',= is not basic
Thefollowing theorem states that it is sufficient to consider basic sections to find a minimum solution to face hypercube embedding.
Theorem 2.2 Given a solution face matrix S' of the constraint matrix C there is always a solution face matrix S ofC with the same number of columns that consists only of basic sections.
Proof. Suppose that S has n columns. For a given solution face matrix S' there is at least an encod ing c that satisfies C. This defines n encoding dichotomies dh ..., dnt each of which is a coordinate of the codes assigned by e. Now by applying to each such d the operation bs we obtain the basic sections • Example 2.8 Continuing Example 2.7 suppose that we are given S', whose first column is not a basic section, and that we want toproduce the matrix S as in Theorem 2.2. The encoding dichotomies defined by e are d\ = 01111, d2 = 00110, d3 = 00011. Applying the bs operation, we get the basic sections bs(di) = -111, bs{d2) = 0-1-, bs{d3) =00-1, which are exactly the columns ofthe original matrix S.
2Tbe simplest way tosee that S'A is notbasic is toapply Theorem 3.1. Then P\(D) = 01111 and for any vector K it istrue that
Prime Sections
Itispossible tocharacterize a subset of basic sections, called prime sections, assufficient to find a minimum solution. We are going to define them and show an example. We will notprove their sufficiency, because the proof is intricate and we will not use them in ouralgorithm. Aproof for thecase of constraint matrices with no repeated columns can be found in [8] and it can be generalized to the general case. A reason to mention them here is that they establish a connection with the approach to solve face embedding based on generating prime encoding dichotomies [17, 11] . It is a fact that prime sections are fewer than prime encoding dichotomies and so they may inspire a potentially more efficient exact algorithm. An encoding dichotomy (or, more simply, dichotomy) is a 2-block partition ofa subset ofthe symbols to be encoded. The symbols in theleft block are associated with the bit 0 while those in the right block are associated with the bit 1. If an dichotomy is used in generating an encoding, then one code bit of the symbols in the left block is assigned 0 while the same code bit is assigned 1 for the symbols in the right block. For example, (so«i ;s2«3) is a dichotomy in which so and si are associated with the bit0 and s2 and s3 with thebit 7. Adichotomy is complete if each symbol appears exactly oncein either block. A complete dichotomy is an encoding column.
Two dichotomies d\ and d2 are compatible if the left block of d: is disjoint from the right block of d2 and the right block of d\ is disjoint from the left block of d2. Otherwise, d\ and d2 are incompatible. The union oftwo compatible dichotomies, d\ and d2i isthedichotomy whose leftand right blocks are theunion ofthe left and right blocks of d\ and d2 respectively. The union operation is not defined for incompatible dichotomies. Adichotomy d\ covers a dichotomy d2 iftheleftand right blocks ofd2 aresubsets respectively either ofthe left and right blocks, orofthe right and left blocks ofd\. For example, (s0; sx s2) iscovered by {s0S3; sis2s4) and (sis2s3; s0), but not by (s0si; s2). A prime dichotomy of a given set ofdichotomies is one that is incompatiblewith all dichotomies not covered by it.
Definition 2.2 A basic section P is a prime section if there is a prime encoding column d such that P = bs(tf).
Definition 23 Section P[ covers section P, ifthere are encoding columns d' and dsuch that P[ = ps(d'), Pi = ps{d) andd' covers d.
As anticipated, itcan be shown that given aset ofbasic sections {Pi..... Pn] satisfying C\if P, isnot a prime section then there isaprime section P[ that covers Pi such that {Pi,..., P"} -{Pi} U{P-} satisfies C. An encoding es that satisfies C can beextractedfrom S, with the following injection from columns ofC to columns of Ts: e(si) = 0000, e(s2) = 1000 s(s3) = 0010, e(s4) = 1011, e(s5) = 1001, e(s6) = 1111, e(s7) = 1101, e(s8) = 0101, e(s9) = 0011, e(sio) = 0100, e(sn) = 0001, e(si2) = 0111.
Example 2.9 Given thematrix ofconstraints

Characterization of Symmetric Solutions
A crucial feature of an efficient algorithm to solve face embedding constraints is the ability to avoid the consideration of symmetric solutions, i.e., solutions that differ only by permutations and inversions of variables of the encoding space. We will refer to permutations and inversions of variables as symmetric transformations or symmetries.
In Section 5 we will present a procedure searchJbooleanspace that finds a solution face matrix S in Given a matrix 5, it is a fact that S is a solution of C if and only if a matrix 5" obtained from S by permutations and (bit-wise)inversions of columns is a solution of C. So for a solution S with n columns there are n! 2n (n! for permutations and 2" for inversions) different matrices obtained by symmetries of 5, whose generation isuseless inorder to find a solution, because they all behave like S 3. So they are an equivalenceclass of which it suffices to consider a representative to solve the problem. Now we show how to obtain S.
Solutions without symmetries for the first constraint.
Consider the first constraint C[i,i] and a cube £[i,i] € 5[i,ij.
Suppose that the current encoding length is n. To avoid the cubes obtained from S^rj by permutation itissufficient to consider only the cubes differing in the numbers of Os and Is. Indeed, if two different cubes have the same numbers of Os and Is (and so the same number of -s, since they have the same length n) it is always possible to find a permutation transforming one cube into the other. However, if two cubes have different numbers of 0s and Is, but the sum of the numbers of 0s and Is is the same we can still transform one cube into the other by inversion of some columns. Sotoavoid symmetric solutions ofC[i t\] we need toconsider only cubes with different sums ofthe numbersof 0s and Is. Since a cube havingn\ Is and no 0s is equivalentafter inversionsto a cube with ni + no Is, we need to consider only cubes having Is and -s which differ in the number of Is. So we need to generate no more than n + 1candidate solutions to C^i], and those ofthem that actually satisfy C^ij 3For example forn = 6 (n = 7) n! 2n is equalto 46080 (645120). Rigorously speaking n! 2n isexactonlywhen in S there are no columns thatare equalor equalafterinversion. In thelatter casesthe number of different symmetric matrices will be smaller. The previous approach is general and it can beapplied whenever one needs to generate the set of all cubes in a given Boolean space, such that no two cubes can beobtained by symmetric transformation one of the other.
An Exact Algorithm to Find a Minimum Solution
In Fig. 4 we present the flow of an algorithm findsolution that finds a minimum solution of a constraint matrix C. It starts with the minimum dimension (lg of the number of constraints) and it increases it until a solution is found. It is guaranteed to terminate because every constraint matrix can be satisfied by an encoding oflength k, if k isthe number ofsymbols; more precisely by an 1-hot encoding. Usually a much shorter encoding length suffices.
The Search Strategy
The key feature ofthe proposed algorithm is that it searches sets ofcubes, instead than sets ofcodes. Since a setofcubes may correspond to many sets ofcodes, thealgorithm explores contemporarily many solutions. Once a satisfactory set of cubes is found, it is straighforward to extract from it a satisfying encoding.
For agiven dimension, thesearch ofa satisfying encoding iscarried through bytheroutine search^pace, that returns a solution face matrix S that satisfies C. Once 5 is known, it is easy,as shownin Example 2.2, to find an encoding ofthe symbols that satisfies C. The main features of search-space are:
1. The constraints are ordered as mentioned in Section 5.5 and then processed in that order.
2. Each call of search-space processes a new constraint.
3. It keeps a current partial solution CurrSol that satisfies all the constraints from the the first to the last constraint that has been processed. 4 . It satisfies a constraint by generating a cube that encodes the constraint (a row of 5). A constraint is satisfied if there is a cube such that, by adding it to the current solution, we satisfy the constraint matrix restricted to the constraints from the first to the one currently processed.
5. Once the current constraint has been satisfied the current solution is updated and searchspace calls itself recursively with a new constraint.
6. If the current solution cannot be extended to satisfy the current constraint, search-space backtracks and tries a different cube for the last constraint that was satisfied by CurrSol and it continues to backtrack until it finds a partial solution CurrSol which can be extended to satisfy the constraint currently processed.
7. The procedurefoundsolution tests whether a face matrix is a solution of a set of constraints, by constructing the intersection matrix Ts as shown in Section 2.1.
The following enhancements reduce the nodesofthe searchtree that searchspace has to explore to find a minimum solution:
1. Candidate cubes are generated by a proceduregeneratexandxubes that does not produce any sym metric pair of cubes,basedon the theory presented in Section 4. The equivalence relationon columns is computed by recalculatexlasses.
2.
A procedure generatexandxubes eliminates the cubes that would yield a matrix S with sections which are not basic, as allowed by Theorem 2.2 and shownby example in Section 5.2.
3. Cubes that do not satisfy the necessary conditionsof Section 5.3 to be valid extensions of the current solution are discarded by a procedure discardxandxubes. 4 . When trying to extend the current solution, theprocedure unsatxonstr checks first whether anyof the constraints notyetprocessed is unsatisfiable byanextension ofthe currentsolution; if so,searchspace backtracks to modify the current solution. See Section 5.4 for more discussion.
Restriction to Basic Sections
In Section 2 we highlighted the fact that not all solution face matrices S consistentirely of basic sections, butwe argued in Theorem 2.2that basic sections aresufficient to find a minimum solution. Therefore when generating cubes that are candidate solutions of face constraints it is profitable to reject those that would produce an S with some sections which are not basic. (in other words, since the two constraints intersect the two cubes should intersect too, but they do not). So we can discard allcandidate cubes forC\2t2] whose first component is0 and restrict the search to:
,
The process shown in Example 5.1 can be made systematic as a procedure that filters the candidate cubes to remove those that would yield sections that are not basic. We do not report here the details of such a procedure.
Removal of Unsuitable Cubes
Given a partial 
Early Detection of Unsatisfied Constraints
Constraints are processed one by one in a predefined order. Suppose that on the path leading to the current nodeof the searchtree we have alreadychosen4 cubessatisfying the first4 constraints and that now we are trying to satisfy the5-th constraint. Suppose also thatall constraints from the5-thto the 19-th aresatisfiable, butthat the 20-this unsatisfiable, given the current choice of the first 4 cubes. So checking the satisfiability of one constraint at a time, we would discover that the 20-th constraint is unsatisfiable only after having processed all constraints up to the 19-th one; then we would start backtracking to another cube satisfying the 19-th constraint and we would try again to satisfy the 20-th one, and so on for all the cubesthat satisfy the 19-th constraint. We would repeat thistime-consuming process for all constraints from to the 19-th to the5-thone,before discovering thatwemustmodify thesolution to thefirst 4 constraints, in orderto extend it to a solution that satisfies the constraints up to the 20-th one.
To prevent such unrobust behaviour and lessen the dependency on how the constraints are sorted initially, weemploy early detection ofunsatisfied constraints. Ateach node ofthe search tree with i satisfied constraints, the algorithm checks first thatanyof theremaining unprocessed constraints is satisfiable, given the current choice of cubes which satisfy the first i constraints. Although this checks requires some extra calculations at each node of the search tree, this is fully justified by the drastic reduction of the search tree size.
Sorting of Constraints
Constraints are sorted withthe goal to prune branches of the search tree at the earliest possiblestages. We have two sorting criteria. The first one selects as next constraint the one that intersects the highestnumber , and curxonstr -Cp^y After getter- -10-, -101,-100, -0--, -01-, -011, -00-, -001, -000,1  , 1 -1-, 1 -11,1 -0-1 -01,1 -00,11 --, 111-, 1111,110-, 1101,1100,10--, 101-, 1011,100-, 1001,1000 , and curxonstr = C^sj. unsatxonstr
satisfies C\ [Ml- searchspace is invoked with CurrSol =
detects thatC [5, 5] is unsatisfiable, given CurrSol. Backtrack to curxonstr = C^j andset curxube = [17, 11] , the thirdis an implicit implementation with ZBDDs ofthe latter [3] , and the last is a simplification of the third, where insteadof prime dichotomies one uses all possible encoding dichotomies [3] . In Table 6 we compare the performance of MINSK with the last three previous algorithms, based on the data recently reported in [3] . We are aware that the experiments presented in [3] 
